A PRAYER FOR FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Universal Mind is all there is. Felt as Stillness it is the ever-present background from which all forms manifest. From the depths of this eternal Stillness all
life forms appear. Everything, absolutely everything created exists within Stillness.
Nothing can exist outside of Stillness simply because there is no outside. Stillness is.
Being all there is, even our thoughts and spoken words come from Stillness. Everything we experience exists first in Stillness and then takes form. Stillness is the power behind everything –
the birds flying, winds blowing, our every movement. Stillness is limitless in our lives and through all
creation. We see the presence of Stillness, we feel the power of Stillness, we know the intelligence of Stillness
ever inviting us into conscious awareness – as an even greater realization of life in all its dimensions.
Moving our creative awareness out of automatic reactions, we discover a conscious, intentional life
stream. Our natural state is abundance and we call it forth NOW. We live in an abundant and prosperous
universe. Life ALWAYS supports us, always supplies us with our every need for perfect expression. Life is the
sum total of all there is. It is always there responding to our every thought, every word, and is responsive to
what we focus on. Our commitment to knowing the truth of financial abundance is constant. We receive
plenty of work financially rewarding us greatly with money to spare. Our lives are full and prosperous. Bills
are easily paid and there is money to expand our service in all directions. We FEEL the abundance of our true
being rising in our body. With firm resolve we accept the truth of our perfection, our prosperity, our abundance. Knowing and accepting perfect order, we also know and accept Life’s abundance as limitless.
Opening our heart to the beauty of Truth we feel a growing resonance with that magnificence.
Embracing Truth we are sensitive to prosperity in every circumstance and condition of our life. We open our
heart widely and move in perfect expression knowing that whatever the situation, we are invited to discover
the deepest meanings of life as they reveal themselves.
Transcending words we feel deep gratitude with every cell of our body as we realize the Truth of our
life. We give thanks for our abundance, our job, and our financial resources. We give thanks for our life
situation and the invitations for growth and discovery, for the already abundant manifestations of universal
Truth. We give thanks for our home, nourishing food, our friends and family. In deepening gratitude of our
divine expression we recognize our journey back to Stillness. We give thanks for the sacred ground we walk
with each step and the sacredness of all life forms we touch.
Releasing all doubts and fears; our attention is fixed on the Truth of our being. There is nothing
standing in the path of our words made manifest.
It is so!!
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